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JFLR is an international open-access journal
dedicated to presenting current research into forests and forest management in a landscape context.
The journal publishes
• original research papers,

JFLR | Aims and Scope

JFLR | Aims and Scope

• short communications,
• review papers, and
• conference proceedings
presenting findings from empirical and experimental, modelling and conceptual studies of forest
ecosystems, plantations and trees in urban environments worldwide.
Particular emphasis is placed on
•

inter- and transdisciplinary approaches, and

•

studies focussing on the interactions between
forests and adjacent landscape components.

JLFR also encourages contributions from case
studies, particularly in the context of testing and
evaluating new methodological approaches.
In order to counterbalance the publication bias,
authors are explicitly encouraged to submit papers
originating from scientifically sound studies but
presenting negative or non-significant findings.
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Scientific Subject Areas | JFLR

JFLR | Scientific Subject Areas
Subject areas of interest to JFLR include ‘all classic’
forestry disciplines as well as related disciplines regarding landscape ecology and management.
Bioenergy & Biotechnology
Ecology & Conservation
Economy & Management Planning
Engineering & Utilisation
Human Dimensions
Risks & Health
Silvicultural Systems
Soil Biology & Chemistry
Urban Forestry
Wildlife Ecology and Management
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Original research paper (max. 6.000 words)
Original research papers present and discuss
new and original research findings based on
empirical or modelled data, using state-of-the-art
materials and methods. Subject to peer-review.

JFLR | Article Types

JFLR | Article Types

Short communication (max. 2.000 words)
Short communications highlight exciting research
results not suitable for a full-length paper. Subject
to peer review.
Review paper (max. 10.000 words)
Review papers summarise, synthesise and interpret current scientific literature and offer new
perspectives or approaches. Interested authors
should contact JFLR prior to manuscript preparation. Subject to peer review.
Scientific statement (max. 2.000 words)
Scientific statements are brief citable contributions
discussing articles previously published in JFLR;
e.g., with respect to the methods or interpretation
of study results. Not subject to peer review.
Special Issues: Proceedings
In Special Issues, JFLR publishes the proceedings
of scientific conferences focussing on forest ecosystems and the interactions between forests and
other landscape components. Not subject to peer
review. Interested conference organisers should
contact JFLR.
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Peer-Review Process | JFLR

JFLR | Peer-Review Process
The JFLR double-blind peer-review process ensures
rapid, transparent and fair reviews, high quality manuscripts, and the on-going scientific discussion of
published articles.
JFLR strives to complete the entire review and publication process within 3 months, subject to modifications based on manuscript quality, the number of
revisions required and the availability and response
time of referees and authors.
JFLR provides an incentive for high quality reviews by
offering its referees the opportunity to publish their review alongside the corresponding article as a citable
Scientific Statement. Following publication, all members of the scientific community are invited to submit
Scientific Statements as a contribution to an ongoing
scientific discussion.
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Fees | JFLR

JFLR | Fees
JFLR does not charge any general publication fees
for the review process, open access publication, indexing or long-term archiving.
Manuscripts submitted using the LaTeX (*.tex) template provided will not be subject to any typesetting
fees. For all other manuscript formats (e.g., Microsoft
Word (*.doc/*.docx) or OpenOffice (*.odf)), authors
will be charged a typesetting fee of € 5.00 per manuscript page.
Authors must cover the costs of the English language
proofreading service (service fee) for all accepted
manuscripts. During the review process, manuscripts
are assigned to one of the three following categories
based on the quality of the language.
Category of language editing Service fee per page
Only final proofreading
required.

€ 1.00

Minor English language
editing and final proofreading
required.

€ 5.00

Major English language
editing and final proofreading
required.

€ 10.00

Manuscripts will not be published online before all
charges have been paid in full.
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JFLR only supports full online submission via Open
Journal Systems. Authors will be guided through the
entire submission process step by step. All correspondence between the responsible Subject Editor
assigned to the manuscript and the authors takes
place by e-mail.
Go to www.jflr.org
•

to access the JFLR Author Guidelines

•

to submit manuscripts

•

to track the status of submissions

JFLR | Submission and Publishing

JFLR | Submission

JFLR | Publishing in six steps
1. Manuscript submission
2. General compliance check
3. Access review & editor assignment
4. Double-blind peer-review
5. Editing & proofreading
6. Online publication
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Why publish in JFLR ?
Going beyond the forest
JFLR publishes articles that consider forestry and
forest science in a landscape context.
Rapid open-access publication
JFLR aims to complete the double-blind peer-review and publication process within 3 months.
Promotion of high quality reviews
JFLR offers its referees the opportunity to publish
their review as a citable Scientific Statements.
Accommodating the dynamics of science
JFLR invites its readers to discuss scientifically
and to comment on any article published in JFLR.
Open access
Paper will be available online under a free license.
Cost-effective
Lower costs for publishing in comparision to other
open access journals.
Counterbalancing the publication bias
JFLR encourages authors to submit excellent
studies presenting non-significant findings.
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Faculty of Environmental Sciences
Department of Forest Sciences
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